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OVER BLACK:
SAM (V.O.)
This is the story of my father.
I/E. RICK'S HOUSE - DAY
The glass of the windows shattering with the bullets that
pierce it.
Chunks of concrete from the walls are also blown away by the
shots fired.
The shooting continues, hitting the front door of the house.
It stops.
The scream of a wounded man is heard inside.
two guys dressed in black walk up to the broken door because
of the bullets, one of them kicks the wood, breaking the
door, both of them enter--INSIDE THE HOUSE
Where the furniture is smashed to pieces, glass on the
floor. Blood spilled.
Arriving at the--MAIN ROOM
The men find RICK (47) dressed similarly to these men. He is
wounded, with a bloody shirt and next to a woman on the
floor.
It's JULIA (45), his wife, bleeding heavily, unconsciouss.
The men walk up to Rick and grab him by force, holding him
by the arms.
RICK
(desperated)
Julia! No, no! Let me go!
They drag him out of the house.
RICK
Let me fuckin' go! Julia!
The men pass the front door back into the yard and continue
dragging Rick toward the street.

2.
RICK
Fuckin' bastards! I'm gonna kill
you all! You hear me!
Ten other men in black coats, all holding automatic machine
guns, wait standing in line next to one of the three black
Bentley FLYING SPUR cars parked outside.
RICK
(spitting blood)
I'm gonna fuckin' kill you all
motherfuckers!!
The car door opens.
The men force Rick into the car.
RICK
Let me g...
The shouting is muted by the closing of the door. The cars
leave.
SAM (V.O.)
Did you noticed something? You did,
right?
The camera turns back toward the house, moves toward the
front door and toward the--SAM (V.O.)
Don't worry, it always happens.
INSIDE THE HOUSE
Where it continues to move down the hallway, passing once
again through the main room, where Julia's body is lying
motionless on the floor and into the--CORRIDOR
To continue to the room on the left side.
SAM (V.O.)
I'm kinda used to it by now.
SAM'S ROOM
The room is decorated with video game posters, some toys on
the shelves, messy clothes on top of the bed.
The TV is on, with bullet holes, a video game on the screen.

3.
The bedroom window broken by bullets, glass all over the
floor.
Where Sam lies.
SAM (V.O.)
He always forgets about me.
He tries to move towards the exit of the room using his
hands that grip the carpet tightly.
Through his shirt, blood leaks from a hole in the center of
his lower back.
CUT TO:
TITLE: PAY THE DEBT!
OVER BLACK:
RICK
I'm not a great father, okay? I
mean look at me.
EXT. LANDFILL OUTSIDE THE CITY - DAY
Rick, bloody, dirty, kneeling on the muddy ground, around
him mountains of garbage and debris.
The men in black suits surround him, pointing machine guns
at him.
ROBERT (48), one of the black-suited men, shoots into the
air, startling a group of hobos who are watching.
The hobos run away terrified, however, the man in the black
suit aims at one of them and shoots him.
The hobo falls to the ground, dead.
ROBERT
You see that, Rick? I didn't even
knew that one.
RICK'S POV
Rick raises his head to face the man who is speaking to him,
but his vision is blurred and smeared with the blood that
has dripped into his eyes.
ROBERT
But, you... oh I know you Rick. I
know what you did.

4.
In a reflex action, Rick spits blood forward.
He misses.
ROBERT
(placing the gun on his
forehead)
Here Rick.
Rick tries to attack, but his hands and feet are tied.
ROBERT
Your know, you made someone really
angry with your actions.
Robert stands in front of Rick, pointing the gun straight at
his heart.
ROBERT
He said "right to the heart".
(beat)
Pay day Rick, nothing personal.
Robert pulls the trigger.
Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang!
Until the gun is out of bullets.
Rick's body remains kneeling, still, dead.
The camera zooms in on Rick, keeping a close-up of him.
RICK (V.O.)
So I died. Not the best way to
start a story I guess.
The sound of the men in black suits' footsteps walking away,
car doors closing, engines starting, cars leaving.
RICK (V.O.)
You may be wandering, did I deserve
this? I can't really tell.
Close-up keeps on screen.
HARD CUT TO:
EXT. LANDFILL OUTSIDE THE CITY - NIGHT (CONTINUOUS)
Same close-up of Rick, yet the ground is moving behind him.

5.
RICK (V.O.)
I mean I'm a survivor, right?
Everyone for himself and all that?
(beat)
Yeah, right.
He's being carried away by a group of hobos.
They move Rick's lifeless body through the trash and into a
cavern set amidst the mountain of garbage.
INSIDE THE CAVE
The hobos leave Rick's body on a table in the middle of the
cavern.
From the darkness an old woman appears, she's dressed in
black with garbage bags covering her entire body.
The old woman is so thin that the marks of her bones are
notorious, the garbage bags do not manage to curve her whole
body.
She has small bones, fingers, hanging from her neck. She is
the WITCH OF THE DUMP (??).
She carries a staff of bones in her hand, the bones thunder
as she moves the staff over Rick's body.
She moves the staff and dances on Rick's body, more and more
intensely, as she recites unintelligible words.
The witch opens Rick's shirt, revealing the multiple bullet
wounds on his chest.
From the staff, the witch pulls out a long needle. At the
end of the needle is a red thread that is tied around the
bone.
She grips the needle tightly and plunges it right into
Rick's heart, the witch passes the needle over and over,
forming a ribbon in his chest.
One of the hobos enters the cavern holding a long pipe. He
hands it to the witch.
The witch takes a long puff of smoke from the pipe and
approaches Rick, brings her mouth close to his.
She kisses him, blows the smoke into his lungs. The smoke
comes out through the bullet wounds.
However, little by little the wounds close, until the smoke
is no longer coming from inside his body.

6.
Rick wakes up!
Noticing that the witch is kissing him, he quickly moves to
the side, off the table and towards the cavern wall.
His look of astonishment and fear.
EXT. OUTSIDE CAVE - NIGHT
The flames burns in the bonfire.
Some wanderers whispering between the shadows.
Rick looks into the flames, the witch is in front of him.
RICK
What the hell did you do, old
woman.
The witch smokes from the pipe, releasing the smoke in a
parcimonious way.
WITCH
Too many of us have suffer by the
hands of those men. You will end
it.
RICK
You didn't answer my question.
WITCH
No. I did not.
RICK
(getting up)
Fuckin' bitch...
WITCH
Listen stranger, this is not a
blessing you won, but a curse.
RICK
Da fuck are you talking about?
WITCH
The string compells you to pay your
debt.
RICK
Where did I heard that before...
WITCH
Until you do, you won't be able to
rest.
(MORE)

7.
WITCH (CONT'D)
When you do, remove the string and
the debt will be payed and the
damage fixed.
RICK
I don't owe you anything.
WITCH
No, not to me, but to SOMEONE ELSE
you do.
Fuck off.

RICK

Rick hasn't noticed, but one of the hobos is standing behind
him. The witch beckons to the hobo.
The hobo pushes Rick headfirst into the flames.
Rick sticks his whole head into the flames, catches fire. He
screams from shock, but soon calms down.
Rick has not felt any pain.
He gets up from the flames and pushes the bum, throwing him
to the ground.
Rick's burned face slowly returns to normal.
RICK
(shocked)
What the hell did just happened!?!
WITCH
I told you already. Until the pay
is fulfilled you won't rest.
RICK
(pissed)
Fuck, I don't wanna know.
Rick walks away from the flames, passing two hobos on his
way, pushing them as he passes.
The witch takes another puff of smoke from the pipe, the
flames burning in the reflection of her eyes.
EXT. ENTRANCE TO THE LANDFILL - NIGHT (CONTINUOUS)
As he reaches the outer gates, Rick stops.

8.
RICK (V.O.)
Dead man waking up in the dumpster.
You know, this is actually an
accurate description of my life.
The street in front is illuminated only by the silvery rays
of the full moon.
On the sides of the street there's nothing but deserted
fields and barren bushes, barely visible amidst the intense
darkness.
Rick brings his gaze to the moon, unconsciously places his
right hand on his chest.
RICK (V.O.)
How da fuck did that old hag was
able to pull off this was beyond
me.
As he does so, he can feel the thread tied in the area of
his heart.
He feels the wounds on his chest above the torn, bloodstained shirt. On impulse, he removes his shirt and inspects
his chest.
RICK (V.O.)
Pay the debt, was it?
He can see all the bullet wounds closed and the red string
tied to his heart.
He tries to pull it off, yet once he touches it an intense
pain freezes him.
A vision of the MAN IN BLACK SUIT shooting him in the middle
of the dumpster.
Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang!
Rick releases the string.
RICK (V.O.)
I knew exactly who was gonna be
payin'.
He's pissed off!
CUT TO:

9.
INT. SANTINO'S HOUSE - DAY
Rick opens some wooden drawers in a large, finely finished
cabinet.
Inside the drawers there are a number of firearms, pistols,
submachine guns, shotguns.
SANTINO
You sure about this?
Rick takes some grenades, dual pistols and a sawed-off
shotgun.
RICK
You're kidding, right?
Then he closes the drawers.
Rick slings the shotgun over his shoulder and expertly
holsters the pistols.
RICK
I'm gonna have my revenge.
Rick takes the grenades and the shotgun, puts them in a
black bag.
SANTINO
You even know who did this to you?
RICK
Yeah. I think i do.
Rick closes the bag.
SANTINO
What you mean?
RICK
Who uses those ugly lookin' Bentley
cars for jobs?
SANTINO
You mean... Mau.
Rick slings his bag over his shoulder, walks toward the exit
door.
RICK
Exactly, that piece of shit Mau
with his gae ass taste for cars.

10.
SANTINO
Wait a minute, I want to give you
something before you leave.
Santino walks out of the room.
Alone in the room, Rick looks over to the side table.
There's a picture of a woman in a golden frame.
Rick takes the picture.
RICK
Patricia...
Santino comes back to the room. Rick places the picture
back.
SANTINO
You say something?
RICK
No, no matter.
Santino hands a paper to Rick.
SANTINO
This is the name of your son's
hospital. You should go see him.
RICK
Fuck, is he alive?
SANTINO
Yeah, he barely made it, they say
he won't be able to walk again.
Rick doesn't say anything, he nods and opens the door.
Gets out.
I/E. RICKS CAR ON THE STREET - DAY
Rain falling heavy on the windshield. (slow mo)
SAM (V.O.)
Did you ever think of me, father?
The windshield wiper moves across the glass, revealing
Rick's face.
He is crying.

11.
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY
Sam is sitting in a wheelchair by the window. He is watching
the rain pounding on the glass, the strong wind moving the
treetops outside.
SAM
(whispering)
I hate you...
Sam's grandparents enter the room.
GRANDFATHER
Good news son, doctors think
you''ll be able to get out of here
in a couple of days.
Sam keeps looking at the window.
Sam...

GRANDMOTHER

Grandfather stops Grandmother from advancing, placing his
hand on her shoulder.
He nods negatively.
Grandfather can see Sam's fisted hand, he notices his anger.
Sam bites down hard on his lip to hold back the tears that
want to escape his eyes.
Blood gushes from his lip.
EXT. OUTSIDE MAU'S MANSION - DAY
Rick's car speeds toward the metal gate at the entrance,
crashes into it and knocks it down.
It continues to move towards the entrance of the mansion,
through the front garden, tearing apart the flower
arrangements on its way to the front door.
Upon arrival, the car runs over the two guards at the
entrance.
It continues on towards the main hall, where it ends the
race by crashing into the wall.
The group of men in suits who were waiting in the hall now
approach the car curiously, there seems to be no one alive
inside.
However!

12.
The first bullet is heard, it comes from inside the vehicle
and impacts directly on the forehead of one of the men in
black suits.
The guy falls to the ground, dead.
The rest watch in confusion.
The door of the vehicle bursts open, Rick rushes out firing
the shotgun at the men.
He manages to hit one, another, and two more.
Shotgun is out of bullets. Rick tosses it and goes for his
guns.
The men return fire, shooting Rick, wounding him in the
back.
Rick takes cover behind the car.
He is shot again in the shoulder, but does not flinch from
it.
He doesn't feel the pain.
Pistols ready!
Rick returns to the battle, shoots skillfully, mortally
wounding two more men.
The rest retreat to the main staircase.
But, as they do so, they notice the two grenades bouncing
between the stairs.
BOOM!
The explosion wipes the rest of the men off the face of the
earth.
Out of the flames and smoke, up the stairs, Rick appears.
ROBERT'S OFFICE ROOM
He kicks the door to enter and is immediately shot in the
body by Robert, who fires at him from behind the desk.
But Rick continues to walk towards Robert despite the damage
he has received.
He manages to reach him and takes the gun out of his hands,
grabs him by the head and slams him against the table.

13.
RICK
"Right to the heart", remember?
(beat)
Who said that!?
ROBERT
C'mon man, you know how it is.
RICK
Fuckin' talk right now!
ROBERT
Okay, okay. It was you mother, I
swear, the old bitch was missing
you too much.
RICK
Wrong answer.
Rick shoots Robert, blowing his brains out on top of the
desk. Part of the brain pieces stick to Rick's shirt.
RICK
Fuckin' disgusting...
Rick looks for something to wipe himself with and ends up
taking a piece of paper to write on. Picking it up, Rick
notices the number on the phone's display.
He recognizes it.
He picks up the handset and dials the autodialer. The dial
tone sounds.
A person answers on the other end of the line.
SANTINO
You killed him this time?
RICK
Yeah, and I'm coming for you,
friend.
SANTINO
Oh, Rick. How you managed to
survive again is beyond me. But
I'll tell you this, your boy won't
be that lucky.
RICK
Motherfucker!
Rick cuts off the call with a slam and then runs out of the
room.

14.
CUT TO:
EXT. OUTSIDE SAM'S HOSPITAL - DAY
The black Bentley brakes sharply to come to a complete stop
at the hospital entrance.
Rick rushes out, but a paramedic stands in his way.
PARAMEDIC
Hey, you can't leave your car here.
Rick pays no attention to the paramedic, rushes in to the--MAIN LOBBY OF THE HOSPITAL
And runs to the front desk.
RICK
Sam Mendez! I need to know where he
is, now!
RECEPTIONIST
Sir, I'm gonna ask you to please
lower your /voice.
Now!

RICK

The paramedic reaches Rick.
PARAMEDIC
(angry)
Sir, I told you to not leave the
car outside.
RICK
Oh for fuck sake...
Rick pulls out one of his guns, points it at the paramedic.
RICK
You were sayin'?
PARAMEDIC
Nothing sir, don't worry.
RICK
I don't. I can assure you of it.
RICK
(to receptionist)
Sam Mendez?

15.
RECEPTIONIST
Just a moment, sir.
The receptionist types on the computer.
RECEPTIONIST
Sixt floor sir, room 601.
RICK
Now, was that so hard?
The receptionist signals in fear, noding "no".
CUT TO:
INT. 6TH FLOOR CORRIDOR - DAY
The elevator doors open, Rick steps out into the hallway,
notices the numbers on the doors. He reaches room number
601.
He kicks the door open to enter the--SAM'S ROOM
Inside, Rick finds both grandparents with their hands raised
against the wall.
Santino points the gun at Sam, next to the window.
The rain is still pounding on the glass from outside.
SANTINO
Glad you could join us, Rick.
RICK
I just wanna know, why man. This
betrayal...
SANTINO
Don't talk to me about betrayal you
son of a bitch.
RICK
So you know.
SANTINO
She was my wife you piece of shit.
I had to kill her... and you!
RICK
Yeah, I can understand. I mean she
was kinda unhappy and all.

16.
SANTINO
(placing the gun in Sam's
head)
You want me to kill him?
Rick raises his hands at Santino.
RICK
Hey, hey, hey. You can shoot me.
C'mon, point the gun at me.
SAM
(low volume)
Fuckin' kill me already.
What?

SANTINO

SAM
I said fuckin' kill me!
SANTINO
Fuckin' kid.
SAM
I wasn't talking to you.
Sam...

RICK

SAM
You destroyed my life! You never
cared for me!
No Sam...

RICK

SANTINO
You really deserve to die, you
irresponsible piece of shit.
Santino points his gun at Rick.
RICK (V.O.)
He's right, you know?
Seeing that Santino is no longer pointing at Sam, Rick runs
to Santino.
Shocked, Santino shoots again and again at Rick, but the
bullets do not hurt him.
SANTINO
Fuckin' die!!!

17.
Rick reaches Santino and pushes him back.
They both crash into the window and go completely through.
The glass shatters as Santino and Rick fall from the sixth
floor.
Both hit the ground violently. Blood spills on the asphalt.
Quietness.
Some people fearfully approach to see what has happened.
Rick wakes up, he looks to the side, lying on the floor.
Among the people watching, Rick can see a small boy holding
a red balloon and his father covering it so he can't see the
blood and bodies.
Rick smiles at the sight of them. But at the sight of him
smiling, they turn away, frightened.
Rick gets up from the ground, having to use his hands to
rearrange his head on his neck.
Seeing this, people run away in fear.
Rick watches the people escape, he sighs. Then he looks up
at the broken window on the sixth floor.
There he finds Sam, looking at him from above.
EXT. OUTSIDE CAVE - DAY (EVENING)
As the sun descends on the horizon, the witch watches the
flames in the bonfire.
INTERCUT OUTSIDE HOSPITAL AND OUTSIDE CAVE
Rick wipes his clothes, takes a deep breath, and then looks
back at Sam.
The witch keeps her gaze fixed on the flames.
RICK
Remove the string and the
debt will be payed, the
damage fixed.

WITCH
Remove the string and the
debt will be payed, the
damage fixed.

Rick smiles at Sam, raises his hand and waves a friendly
goodbye.

18.

Dad?

SAM
(from the window)

The flames in the bonfire are altered, burning brighter.
Rick opens his shirt, revealing the bullet wounds and the
string tied to his heart.
RICK
The debt... repayed.

WITCH
The debt... repayed.

Rick pulls hard on the rope, enduring the pain and managing
to cut it completely.
In doing so, his body takes all the damage received earlier
and bursts into flames.
Rick screams in despair, agonizing in pain.
Dad!!!!

SAM

Because of the shock, Sam screams in despair and does not
realize that he has RISEN from his chair.
The grandparents stare at him in disbelief.
Sam does not take his eyes off his father and accompanies
him until he turns to ashes.
FADE TO BLACK.

